Departure: Every Thursday

DAY1: Taoyuan Airport/ Taipei

(Wonstar Ximen、Green World Flora or similar)

(Nantou Shante、Ginkgo or similar)

(X / X / X)

(B / X / D )

Jiufen: It is said that long time ago there were only nine families in Jiufen. Before the roads on land were built, all
materials were transported via ships. Thus a habit was formed that nine pieces of same object were purchased at one
time for reservation. Hence, the place was called Jiufen.
921 Earthquake Museum: At 1:47 AM on September 21, 1999, Taiwan experienced one of its worst natural disasters of
the past century - a 7.3-magnitude earthquake that devastated the central part of the island. The 921 earthquake
museum of Taiwan located in Wu-Feng County conserved the damage caused by Ji-Ji earthquake such as collapsed
school buildings, fault rupture and elevation of riverbank. And thus the museum is a precious teaching material for
natural science.

(Tainan FX、Dynasty or similar)

(B/L/X)

Xitou Monster Village : Besides taking a refreshing forest spa, tourists can also take a walk at the small village nestled
among the quiet mountains. This Japanese-style village is located at the entrance of Xitou Nature Education Area.
Besides the quirky, cute monster statues sitting in front of shops or along the street, visitors will also be surprised by
costumed monsters who appear from nowhere. Various monster-themed creative products can be found in the village,
such as biting cat bread, kumar creamy custard bun, and lucky plum drink, etc.
Alishan National Forest Recreation Area: Alishan itself doesn’t have a peak and it is actually composed of 18 mountains
such as Jialun Mountain, Zhu Mountain, and Data Mountain etc. Alishan is famous for five wonders: the railway, forest,
cloud sea, sunrise and sunset glow. The climate doesn’t change much through the year, with the average temperature
around 10C, and lows of -3 in winter. Cool in summer, it is good place to escape the heat of the lowlands.
Anping Old Street: It is right next to Anping Fort is the first road Dutch people constructed about three hundred years
ago, also being called '' the first street in Taiwan.
Night Market: Night Market serve snacks and provide entertainment and games for recreation, the garments/apparels
and groceries are rarely seen in the market. In particular, the dozens of steak houses boom around the market offering
beef steak at reasonable price or family-size package meal. No matter what you like to have, a variety of delicious
food, specialties, cold drinks, ices and seafood here are offered for your choice.

(Taichung Royal Seasons、CU or similar)

(B/L/X)

Sun Moon Lake: The Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area is praised for its five major recreational systems. Divided by
Lalu Island, the Sun Moon Lake scenic area got its name from the unique terrain that looked like a sun on one side and
a crescent moon on the other. Crowned as one of the Eight Wonders of Taiwan. Sun Moon Lake is also the most famous
source of hydroelectric power.
Wenwu Temple: The architecture of the temple has the palace style of northern China. It is a large and imposing
structure.The bronze statue of a seated Confucius makes this also the only Confucius temple in Taiwan that contains
an image of the sage.

(Taoyuan Holiday Inn or Taipei)

(B/L/X)

Martyrs’ Shrine: The 330,000 men who sacrificed their lives to the revolution before the establishment of the Republic of
China and who fell during the Sino-Japanese war and the Chinese Civil war are worshipped here. Plates of these brave
and loyal martyrs have been inserted into the four walls of the main building in testimony of their heroic deeds.
Worth mentioning is the military police officers who guard the main gate, and who have been rigidly trained to stand
like expressionless statues. Tourists alike are amazed at this display of composure and flock to see the ceremonial
changing of the guards.
National CKS Memorial Hall: This memorial hall was built in memory of Chiang Kai-shek, the first president of the Republic
of China. The memorial hall is white with a blue roof, representing the dominant colors in the ROC flag. A bronze statue
of Chiang looks west symbolically to the Presidential Office Building and mainland China.
Ximen: It is the mecca for youth culture. From tatton street to Wannian Plaza accessory shops, cosplay to street dancing.
Pop stars often come here for promotional events on weekends.

(B/X/X)

